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Department of Homeland Security,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
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)
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DECLARATION OF WILLIAM SWITZER, III

William Switzer, III, pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746, declares as follows:
1.

I am the Federal Security Director ("FSD") appointed by the Transportation

Security Administration ("TSA") to oversee TSA's operations at Lambert-St. Louis International
Airport CSTL"). I have been the FSD at STL since August 2002 and an employee of TSA since
July 2002. This Declaration is based on personal knowledge or knowledge gained in my official
capacity.
2.

Congress has directed that TSA take certain measures intended to preempt threats

to air travel, including by searching passengers and their property before boarding. In response,
TSA has established checkpoints for each terminal at STL at which passengers and their
accessible property are screened so that no individual or item that represents a threat to airline
security enters the "sterile area" of the airport where passengers board their flights.
3.

In order to ensure that this screening occurs in a uniform, efficient, and courteous

manner at each airport under TSA's authority, TSA has implemented standard operating
procedures ('''SOP'') and directives that are applicable to screening operations. As the FSD, part

of my responsibility is to ensure

along with the Assistant FSD for Screening - that the

appropriate TSA personnel at STL are aware of and adhere to these SOP, as well as any
applicable directives regarding screening.
4.

TSA has implemented a set of SOP that set forth the basic principles and

processes that TSA personnel must follow when conducting pre-flight screening of passengers
and property.

Under these SOP, once a passenger has begun the screening process, that

passenger cannot withdraw, and that if the screening of a passenger or his or her property cannot
be completed, law enforcement must be summoned to resolve the issue.
5.

There is also a companion set of SOP for personnel with management

responsibility over the screening process, which build on the basic screening SOPs but provide
further guidance and instruction.

These SOP contemplate that Supervisory Transportation

Security Officers ("STSO") and other personnel with management responsibility for the
screening process will notify law enforcement at the airport when called for in any applicable
TSA SOP, guidance, or directive.
6.

TSA has issued Management Directive 100.4 ("MD I 00.4") applicable to

Transportation Security Searches. Paragraph 6(B)(4) of MD 100.4 directs that when screening
personnel are "conducting an administrative or special needs search, the purpose of the search is
to detect threat items or to determine compliance with TSA regulations." and that any evidence
of criminal activity that is discovered during such searches "shall be referred to a law
enforcement officer for appropriate action." A true and correct copy of MD 100.4, which went
into effect on September 24, 2007, and was in effect at the time of the underlying facts in this
case, is appended to this Declaration as Attachment 1.
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7.

MD 100.4 was revised on September I, 2009. A true and correct copy of MD

100.4 in its current form is appended to this Declaration as Attachment 2.
8.

TSA has also issued Operations Directive 400-54-2 ("00 400-54-2"), entitled

"Discovery of Contraband During Screening." 00 400-54-2 states that when certain types of
items are discovered incidental to the screening process, such discoveries should be referred to
local law enforcement as appropriate.

00 400-54-2 lists three examples, including large

amounts of cash. A true and correct copy of 00 400-54-2, which has been in effect since May 9,
2005, is appended to this Declaration as Attachment 3.
9.

By law, TSA is also required to establish an air transportation security agreement

("ASP") with each airport operator. These ASPs address a number of issues related to TSA's
presence at the airport, and must include a provision that ensures that there will be a law
enforcement presence and capability at each airport that is adequate to ensure the safety of the
traveling public.
10.

Under the ASP for STL, this law enforcement presence is provided by the S1.

Louis Airport Police Department. The Airport Police Department is a Missouri law enforcement
entity that has no formal affiliation with TSA, and no connection to TSA beyond the ASP. The
Airport Police Department is not deputized to perform federal law enforcement functions for
TSA.

III

Executed on September
S1. Louis, Missouri
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Attachment 1

Transportation
Security
Administration

OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY
TSA MANAGEMENT DIRECTIVE No. 100.4
TRANSPORTATION SECURITY SEARCHES
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Integrity, Innovation and Team Spirit.
1. PURPOSE: This directive establishes TSA policy and procedures for searches to prevent, prepare
for, protect against, or respond to acts of terrorism and to protect persons, facilities, and critical
infrastructure in all modes of transportation. The policy and procedures in this directive help to
ensure that these searches meet constitutional requirements.

2. SCOPE: This directive applies to TSA components that conduct, direct, or participate in
transportation security searches, including administrative and special needs searches, consent
searches, and searches by law enforcement officers, as warranted.
3. AUTHORITIES:
A. 6 U.S.C.

5 1112

B. 49 U.S.C. 9 114
C. 49 U.S.C. 9 44901
D. 49 U.S.C. 9 44903

E. 49 U.S.C. § 44917
F. 49 CFR Chapter XI1
4. DEFINITIONS:
A. Administrative Search: A search conducted as part of a general regulatory plan in furtherance
of a specified government purpose, such as to determine compliance with TSA regulations or to
prevent the carrying of weapons or explosives on board an aircraft.

B. Aviation Direct Access Screening Program (ADASP): TSA screening of persons, their
accessible property, and vehicles as they enter or are present within a secured area, sterile area,
or Air Operations Area of an airport at a location other than the passenger screening
checkpoint.
C. Behavior Detection Officers (BDOs): TSA personnel who execute TSA's Screening
Passengers by Observation Technique (SPOT) Program, which identifies potentially high-risk
individuals based on physical and psychological reactions.
D. Consent Search: A search of a person, property, location, or vehicle based on permission.

E. Federal Air Marshal (FAM): A TSA law enforcement officer that derives his or her authority
from 49 U;S.C. 5 114(q), 49 U.S.C. Fj 44903(d), 49 U.S.C. 9 44917, and the Implementing
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Recommendations of the 911 1 Commission Act of 2007 (Public Law 110-53, 121 Stat. 266).
FAMs are TSA law enforcement officers that detect, deter, and defeat terrorist or other hostile
criminal acts targeting the Nation's transportation systems.
F. Gate Screening: The search of passengers and their accessible property at the boarding gate of
an aircraft.
G. Law Enforcement Officer: A sworn employee of a Federal, state or local government entity
with power of arrest, who is trained and commissioned to enforce the criminal laws of the
jurisdiction(s) in which he or she is commissioned.

H. Reverse Screening: Post-flight search of passengers, accessible property, and luggage
conducted after the aircraft has reached its destination and before passengers or baggage are
permitted to re-enter the sterile area of an airport.
I. Random Selection Protocol: A protocol used during an administrative or special needs search
to select which persons, property, or vehicles will be searched.

J. Reaulatorv Inspection: An administrative or special needs search, or other examination to
determine compliance with TSA regulations and orders, which may include inspection of
records, property, and premises of a regulated party.

K. Screening: The search of individuals and property in or around an airport, mass transit
location, or other transportation venue for the purpose of detecting threat item(s) and deterring
acts of terrorism.
L. Special Needs Search: A search conducted without a warrant and in furtherance of a special
governmental need, beyond the ordinary needs of law enforcement. In the context of
transportation security, special needs searches are designed to mitigate the risk to the public
posed by the introduction of threat items into the national transportation system.
M. Threat Item: An explosive, incendiary, weapon or other destructive substance that may pose a
threat to transportation security. The types of items that are characterized as threat items may
vary depending on risk factors such as the mode of transportation, the proximity to the
conveyance or transportation facility, or the lethality of the item. Prohibited items and items of
interest as identified in TSA aviation screening programs are subsets of threat items.

N. Transportation Security Inspector (TSI): Specially trained TSA employee who conducts
security assessments of transportation systems, works with transit officials to enhance the
security of their systems, provides technical assistance for security, and conducts inspections to
determine compliance with TSA regulations and orders.
0. Transportation Security Officer (TSO): An individual who is trained, certified, and authorized
in accordance with applicable TSA standards and directives to inspect individuals, accessible
property, andlor checked baggage for the presence of explosives, incendiaries, weapons, or
other prohibited items.
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P. Transportation Venue: A building, structure or location that facilitates the movement of
passengers or goods in the transportation sector.
Q. TSA Law Enforcement Officer: A law enforcement officer who derives his or her authority
from 49 U.S.C. 114(q), and whose authority includes, but is not limited to: carrying a
firearm; making arrests without a warrant for any offense against the United States committed
in the officer's presence, or for any felony cognizable under the laws of the United States if
there is probable cause to believe that the person to be arrested has committed or is committing
the felony; and seeking and executing warrants for arrest or seizure of evidence issued under
the authority of the United States upon probable cause that a violation has been committed.
f$

R. Vehicle Screening: An administrative or special needs search of vehicles for the purpose of
detecting and deterring the introduction of explosives, weapons, or other threat items into a
transportation venue.
S. Visible Intermodal Prevention and Response (VIPR) Program: TSA's deployment of
specialized teams to augment the security of any mode of transportation.

NOTE: VIPR teams may comprise any asset of DHS, including, but not limited to: FAMs,
TSIs, canine detection teams, and advanced screening technology.
5. RESPONSIBILITIES: All offices and individuals responsible for establishing and implementing
programs and procedures involving searches should ensure that searches are conducted in
accordance with this directive and other applicable law and policy.
A. Office of Security Operations (OSO) is responsible for:
(1) General oversight and training of Federal Security Directors (FSDs), BDOs, TSIs and
TSOs.

(2) Drafting procedures for screening operations and policies for regulatory inspections that are
consistent with this directive.
(3) Ensuring that OSO personnel receive appropriate training to carry out this directive.

B. Office of Law EnforcementIFederal Air Marshal Service (OLEIFAMS) is responsible for:
(1) General oversight and training of FAMs, Bomb Appraisal Officers, Explosive Security
Specialists, National Explosive Detection Canine Teams, and Assistant FSDs for Law
Enforcement.
(2) Drafting procedures for OLEIFAMS operations that are consistent with this directive.

(3) Ensuring that OLEIFAMS personnel receive appropriate training to carry out this directive.
(4) Planning, coordinating and deploying VIPR assets as designated TSA facilitator of the Joint
Coordination Center.

..
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C. FSDs are responsible for:
(1) Ensuring that all searches conducted by OSO personnel under his or her leadership are in
accordance with this directive.
(2) Ensuring that all searches conducted by OSO personnel under his or her leadership are in
accordance with TSA Standard Operating Procedures and policies for regulatory
inspections.
D. OLEIFAMS Special Agents in Charge (SACS)are responsible for ensuring that all searches
conducted by FAMs and Assistant FSDs for Law Enforcement under his or her leadership are
in accordance with OLERAMS authorities, protocols and this directive.
E. Joint Coordination Center (JCC) is responsible for:
(1) General oversight of the VIPR Program.
(2) Coordination and development of guidelines for VIPR operations.
(3) Monitoring active VIPR deployments.

(4) Ensuring that VIPR operations plans are distributed to all appropriate TSA components for
review.
F. Office of Intelligence is responsible for:
(1) Providing information and guidance to assist in the identification of current threats and
vulnerabilities that may form a predicate for searches.

(2) Providing risk analysis to assist in making search determinations.
G. Office of Chief Counsel (OCC) is responsible for:

(1) Reviewing Operations Plans, Standard Operating Procedures, Security Directives and other
policies and plans to help ensure compliance with legal requirements.
(2) Providing legal advice and guidance on issues related to searches.

H. VIPR Team Leaders are responsible for:
(1) On-site supervision of all VIPR operations.
(2) Ensuring that all searches conducted during VIPR operations are in accordance with this
Directive and approved operations plans, as applicable.

(3) Ensuring that all VIPR team members understand their responsibility and authority during
the VIPR operation, and have appropriate guidance to carry out VIPR operations.
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6. POLICY: TSA intends that TSA personnel use and implement this directive in carrying out their
functions. Nothing in this directive is intended to create any substantive or procedural rights,
privileges, or benefits enforceable in any administrative, civil, or criminal matter.
A. General: TSA will conduct searches in all modes of transportation for the purpose of
countering threats targeting transportation systems in the United States. Intelligence reports
indicate that Al-Qaeda and other terrorist groups continue to develop plans for multiple attacks
against transportation systems. Recent successfid, coordinated bombing attacks aimed at
incurring mass casualties in various transportation systems have occurred in Glasgow, Madrid,
London, and Mumbai, and numerous smaller attacks have taken place around the world over
the past several years. Terrorist groups continue to pursue a range of targets, tactics, and
capabilities to accomplish their objectives.

(1) Searches may vary with the mode of transportation and the security requirements of the
conveyance or transportation venue. Risk analysis and operational and strategic
intelligence may provide guidance in making search determinations.
(2) Types of searches will include administrative and special needs searches, consent searches,
and other searches consistent with the Fourth Amendment. Searches will be conducted to:
(a) enhance the security of persons and critical infrastructure;

(b) prevent, prepare for, protect against, and respond to acts of terrorism;
(c) determine compliance with transportation regulations; or
(d) augment the security of any mode of transportation at any location.

(3) Searches may be conducted by TSA personnel or at the direction of TSA, and may be
initiated by TSA Headquarters or local TSA officials. TSA will consult and coordinate with
Federal, state, and local law enforcement officials, as well as affected transportation
entities, as appropriate, when conducting search operations.
(4) Appropriate TSA managers, in consultation with OCC, shall establish procedures under
which searches will be conducted in various transportation venues.

B. Special Needs and Administrative Searches:
(1) The decision to conduct an administrative or special needs search at a specific
transportation venue may be based on or pursuant to:
(a) Considerations such as threat level, intelligence, overlapping coverage provided by
other layers of security, fluctuations in passenger volume, and available staff.
(b) TSA policies on conducting regulatory inspections.
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NOTE: To incorporate unpredictability and enhance deterrence, search locations may be
switched or the number, staffing, and scheduling of locations may vary so that deployment
patterns are shifting and difficult to predict.
(2) All administrative or special needs searches are to be tailored to the transportation security
purpose for which they are conducted. These searches should be designed to be minimally
intrusive, in that they should be no more intensive or extensive than reasonably necessary to
detect threat items or to determine compliance with TSA regulations.

(3) All administrative or special needs searches should be conducted according to established
procedures to ensure that the searches will be confined in good faith to their intended
purpose.

(4) When conducting an administrative or special needs search, the purpose of the search is to
detect threat items or to determine compliance with TSA regulations. Evidence of crimes
shall be referred to a law enforcement officer for appropriate action.
(5) During screening operations where some, but not all, persons or vehicles will be searched, a
random selection protocol should be used to ensure that selection authority is not arbitrarily
exercised. The random selection protocol should be determined in advance and recorded,
but may be designed to change at unpublished predetermined intervals to incorporate
unpredictability.
(6) To the extent that it is reasonable, notice should be provided to persons who will be subject
to search.
(a) For screening operations, the notice should be provided in such a manner as to allow
persons the opportunity to avoid the search by choosing not to enter the location.
:b) If practicable, TSA should seek the cooperation of airport, aircraft, mass transit, and
other transportation operators to place notice on websites in addition to notice provided
prior to the physical location of the search.
(7) Persons wishing to board a conveyance or enter a transportation venue may be subject to an
administrative or special needs search.

(a) Once the search has begun, persons may not withdraw from the search and may be
detained for a reasonable amount of time for the purpose of completing the search.
(b) Persons who refuse to submit to search may be denied boarding or entry into the
transportation venue. Denial of boarding may require the cooperation of the
transportation operator.
(8) Examples of administrative or special needs searches include:
(a) ADASP;
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(b) gate screening;

(c) regulatory inspections;
(d) reverse screening; and
(e) vehicle screening.

(9) With appropriate training, any TSA personnel, including TSOs and TSIs, may conduct an
administrative or special needs search.
C. Consent Searches: Unlike an administrative or special needs search, the scope of a consent
search will depend on the scope of the permission given by the individual, and a person may
not be denied access or boarding to the transportation venue based solely on a refusal or
withdrawal of consent to a search.

(1) A search of a person, property, vehicle, or location based on consent may be conducted in
any transportation venue.
(2) Persons may decline to be searched or withdraw consent at any time.

(3) With appropriate training, any TSA personnel, including TSOs and TSIs, may conduct a
consent search.

D. Law Enforcement Searches:
(1) TSA law enforcement officers may engage in law enforcement activities consistent with
established authorities and protocols. This directive does not and is not intended to limit
the authority of TSA law enforcement officers.
(2) Law enforcement activities may include investigations, detentions, and searches, as
appropriate, and are not limited to administrative or special needs searches. This directive
does not and is not intended to explain or define the variety of law enforcement searches
that may be conducted
(3) The only TSA personnel who should engage in law enforcement activities are TSA law
enforcement officers.

7. PROCEDURES:
A. All searches should be conducted in accordance with Federal law and this directive.
B. Before conducting an administrative or special needs search, guidelines for the search should
be established.
C. All procedures and guidelines should be reviewed by OCC prior to implementation of the
procedures or guidelines.
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D. When designing or conducting an administrative or special needs search, the following points
should be addressed, if applicable:

(1) How the search.is intended to enhance the security of persons and critical infrastructure, to
augment the security of any mode of transportation, or to ensure compliance with TSA
regulations.
(2) The threat item(s) that are the target of the search.

(3) How persons are given notice of the search.
(4) The procedures used to detect or deter the introduction of the designated threat item@).
(5) How the search procedures are tailored to protect personal privacy.
(6) The applicable random selection protocol, unless all persons and/or vehicles that pass
through the location will be searched.

8. EFFECTIVE DATE AND IMPLEMENTATION: This policy is effective immediately upon
signature.
APPROVAL
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Date

Filing Instructions:
Effective Date:
Review Date:
Distribution:

File 200.1.1
Date of Signature
Two years from Effective Date
Offices of Chief Counsel, Inspection, Intelligence, Law Enforcement/Federal
Air Marshal Service, Security Operations and all Federal Security Directors
and Special Agents in Charge

Point-of-Contact:

Office of Chief Counsel, (571) 227-268112702
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Attachment 2

Attachment 3

Chief Operating Officer

May 9, 2005
Operations Directive

OD-400-54-2:
Expiration:

Discovery of Contraband During the Screening Process
Indefinite

Summary
This directive provides guidance to ensure nationwide consistency in the appropriate referral or
initiation of civil enforcement actions for incidents involving discovery of contraband during TSA
screening procedures.
Procedures
When TSA discovers contraband during the screening process that is not a TSA Prohibited
Item, the matter should be referred to the local Law Enforcement Officers as appropriate. An
Enforcement Investigative Report should not be initiated.
Examples of such contraband include:
•
•
•

Illegal drugs
Drug paraphernalia
Large amounts of cash ($10,000)

Point of Contact
Kimberley Siro, Office of Compliance, (571) 227-2224 (work), (202) 302-7487 (cell), or email to
avopsinsp@dhs.gov.

/s/
Jonathan J. Fleming
Chief Operating Officer

